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Centrespread seems to have been the only score composed by John Sharp, and 
now his music lives on in a very rare 45 released by Mushroom in 1981 to 
coincide with the film's release.

Singer Lisa Edwards started off, like the film, in Adelaide, but unlike the film, she 
went on to a solid musical career as a solo artist and a back up singer. She is 
perhaps best known for her work with John Farnham's band and she has a 
relatively  detailed wiki here.

At time of writing, she had a personal website here which offered a detailed 
biography, discography, and many other details.

(Below: Lisa Edwards in a variety of moods)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_Edwards
http://www.lisaedwards.com.au/biography.htm




The theme song for the film was released on a 45:



45  Mushroom K-8467 1981
Producers: John Sharp & Rick Kent 
Engineer: John McDiarmid
Recorded and Mixed at Pepper Studios, Adelaide, Australia

Side A: 
“Centrespread (Theme From The Movie)” (2'10") (J. Sharp) (Mushroom) Vocals: 
Lisa Edwards

Side B: 
“Power” (2'31") (John Sharp) (Mushroom) Vocals: Lisa Edwards

The title track is an uptempo number, some parts delivered in staccato fashion, 
that runs over the head credits and opening scene:

Friday night light, photograph, flash and another lash
Hip to the camera, it's body talk, find where we're going fast
Ladies and gentlemen give me your attention
Watch all your dreams come true



I can't describe all the things on my mind
That my body can do to you
And you, 
I'm a centrespread

I'm bad, bad, bad
But I'm a goddess, 
I'm a princess ... in a satin bed
'Cause it's the centre page
I'm going to drive you mad
'Cause it's worth all the pain
The lights and the sights to be inside your head
To be your centrespread

Why don't you show me how much you can give me
And see, I know I move you
Excitement in motion like waves on the ocean 
Yes, no one can thrill you like I do, I do
Centrespread

I am bad, bad, bad
But I'm a goddess, 
I'm a princess ... in a satin bed
I'm centre page
I'm going to drive you mad
'Cause it's worth all the pain
And the lights and the sights to be inside your head
To be your centrespread ...

(these lyrics were transcribed and may be inaccurate due to the
poor mix and garbled rendition)

At time of writing, the opening number was available on YouTube here.

Power is a slow number that runs over the end credits with many of the words in 
the lyrics being elongated and tortured:

Power...
Power...
You know you can be pow … er … ful
By being in love
Fame...
Fame...
You can be fam … ous
By being in love

You know

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q80pRlqRSJQ


Power causes problems
That never seem to go
And fame
The magazines that print your name
Are never going to fade away
Only love can help you escape
Only love will help you escape …
(Musical interlude)
Only love will help you escape ...


